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PREAMBLE
The Putnam Valley Central School District and the Putnam Valley Federation of Teachers-AFT
recognize that they have a common responsibility beyond their collective bargaining relationship. The
District and the Federation declare their mutual intent to work together toward the achievement of
common aims of educational excellence.
ARTICLE I - RECOGNITION
The Board of Education of the Putnam Valley Central School District recognizes the Putnam Valley
Federation of Teachers-AFT as the exclusive bargaining agent for the negotiation unit defined as "All
professional personnel excluding administrative staff such as the superintendent of schools and the
building principal, temporary personnel and per diem personnel."
ARTICLE II - VOLUNTARY DUES DEDUCTION
The Board shall deduct Putnam Valley Federation of Teachers-AFT dues on a monthly basis from the
salaries of members of the negotiating unit who sign written authorizations for such deductions under the
following conditions:
A. Where such authorizations for payroll deductions of the Putnam Valley Federation of Teachers-
AFT dues are submitted on or before the 1st day of October for the first term and between the 2nd
day of ]anJary up to and including the 1st day of February for the second term.
B. The Board agrees to remit deducted dues to the treasurer of the Putnam Valley Federation of
Teachers-AFT along with the names of the individuals for whom the dues deductions have been
made within thirty (30) days from the date deductions are made.
C. A dues deductions authorization shall remain in effect continuously. The Putnam Valley
Federation of Teachers-AFT agrees that it will be responsible for any claims by the teachers
against the District in the event that any teacher attempts to revoke this authorization.
D. Authorizations for payroll deductions shall contain the following information:
1. The name of the individual authorizing the deduction.
2. A statement of authorization worded as follows: "I hereby authorize the Putnam Valley
Board of Education to deduct my dues to the Putnam Valley Federation of Teachers-AFT
monthly. I understand that this authorization will extend continuously. In the event that I
wish to discontinue this authorization, I hereby waive any claim against the Putnam Valley
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3.
4.
5.
6.
Central School District for dues deducted pursuant to this authorization, and I agree that
any authorization will be the liability of the Putnam Valley Federation of Teachers-AFT."
The signature of the person authorizing the deduction.
The date on which the authorization was signed.
Information identifying the negotiating agent.
Instructions for processing the authorization.
E. Dues deductions shall be taken"out of each paycheck for the first ten (10) months regardless of the
method of payment selected by the teacher, whether it be a twenty-one (21) or twenty-six (26)
period method.
F. The Putnam Valley Federation of Teachers-AFT will pay for and provide all dues deduction cards.
ARTICLE III - FEDERATION RIGHTS
A. Negotiating Exclusivity
1. Nothing contained herein shall be construed to prevent any authorized District official from
meeting with a representative of any organization other than the Putnam Valley Federation
of Teachers-AFT for the purpose of hearing the views of its members except that, as to
matters presented by such organization which are proper subjects of negotiation under the
,
Taylor Law, the Federation shall be informed of such meetings, be permitted a.
"
representative, and as to those matters, no changes or modifications shall be made except
through consultation and negotiation between the Federation and the Board of Education.
2. Nothing contained herein shall be construed to prevent any individual employee from
discussing any matter with a member of the administration staff or to deny any employee his
rights under Section 15 of the New York Civil Rights Law or under the State Education Law
or under applicable Civil Service Law or regulations.
B. Federation Meeting- The Federation is authorized to conduct meetings on school property at
.
reasonable times before or after school hours, provided adequate notice is given to the
Superintendent and there exists no conflict with a previously scheduled meeting.
c. Bulletin Board - A bulletin board measuring at least 3.5 x 5 feet shall be provided in the teachers'
room for Federation use.
D. School Mailboxes- The Federation is authorized to use school mailboxes for Federation business.
E. Federation Announcements- A Federation representative, if he or she so requests, shall have the
opportunity to speak to the faculty after the close of a faculty"meeting.
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F. Building RepresentJtion- Federation officers and committee chairpersons who, in their
professional judgment, have met the work requirements of their preparation periods, may use pJrts
of such periods and their duty-free lunch time to handle matters related to implementation of this
contract and District, building and grade-level policies and procedures.
G. BOJrd Agenda and ~1inutes - The District shall give the Federation its agenda for all regular and
special public Board meetings and shall give the Federation notification of such meetings at the
same time it notifies Board members. It will also give the Federation copies of the minutes of all
meetings ,1Ssoon as possible but not before they are distributed to the Board of Education. Copies of
the agenda and minutes shall be available, as above, in the office of the Superintendent of
Schools.
H. Federa tion President-
1. The President of the Federation shall be granted time to conduct Federation business. If the
PresidE'nt is a high school or middle school teacher, the teaching load will be reduced by one 40
minute block per day. If the President is an elementary school teacher, he or she will be granted
up to two (2) release days per month.
2. The President shall be provided with a phone for Federation use. Installation and usage costs
will be borne by the Federation.
ARTICLE IV - FAIR PRACTICE
A. The Pu tnam Valley Federation of Teachers-AFT agrees to maintain its eligibility to represent all
teachers by continuing to admit persons to membership without discrimination on the basis of
race, creed, color, national origin, gender, sexual orientation or marital status and to represent
equally all members of the bargaining unit without regard to membership in, or association with,
the activities of any employee organization.
B. The District agrees to continue its policy of not discriminating against any employee on the basis
of race, creed, color, national origin, gender, sexual orientation, marital status or membership in, or
association with, the activities of any employee organization.
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ARTICLE V -SALARIES
A1. Salary Schedule
For each year of the four year agreement, the salary schedule shall be increased by the following
percentages over the salary schedule of the prior year:
a. 2001-2002shall be 3. 5 %
b. 2002-2003 shall be 3. 75 %
c. 2003-2004 shall be 4.0 %
d. 2004-2005 shall be 4. 0 %
For salary schedules see Appendix A.
A2. Co-Curricular and Coaching Salaries
For co-curricular salaries see Appendix B .
For coaching salaries see Appendix C.
B. Differentials
1. Graduate Credits
a. Annual salaries shall be increased at the following rate for additional semester hours of
study approved by the Board up to a maximum of sixty (60) credits beyond the Bachelor's
degree and ninety (90) credits beyond the Master's degree. It is agreed that for purposes of
computation, only new creqits taken after July I, 1992and added to the graduate credit levels
in effect on January 1, 1992, shall be considered for the computation of credit maximums. No
credit shall be allowed for points necessary to complete provisional certification. The
District need not consider credits older than five (5) years at the time of application.
b. The District shall compensate teachers at the rate of $60 per graduate credit for credits taken
prior to June 30, 1998. Graduate credits taken after Jtm€'30, 1998 will be compensated at the
rate of $125 per graduate credit.
c. It is not possible for the credIt criteria to cover all areas of request for course approval. While
administrative approval is required for all courses, the criteria set forth will be used as a
guide for those areas listed below. Courses must be from an accredited degree-granting
. institution on a graduate level.
d. Salary credit will be granted with prior administrative approval for:
(1) Courses in teaching methodology.
(2) Courses related to the applicant's assignment.
(3) Courses prescribed by permanent certification requirements in the teaching assignme;nt
currently held by the applicant.
(4) Courses prescribed by a college for a degree as determined by proof of matriq.llation
where the degree or courses are in the approved field of education.
(5) Courses requested by the administration for the improvement of the teacher (not to
include in-service courses).
(6) Credits earned from a sabbatical if p~or administration approval is obtained and the
credits meet the criteria for approval as listed above.
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e.
(7) Administrative Credits - Courses leading to an administrative degree will be grzmted
salary credit, with prior approval, provided applicant is a matriculated student in an
approved program. For purposes of this agreement, the District shall not consider
administrative credits that are older than five (5) years or were acquired prior to
employment in the Putnam Valley School District.
(8) Cistance learning courses sponsored by accredited colleges and universities.
Salary credit will not be granted for:
(1) Correspondence and TV courses.
(2) Courses in adult or continuing education.
(3) Courses leading to a new profession outside the field of education.
(4) Courses previously approved but for which a passing grade is not received.
(5) Courses for which prior approval was not requested and in the District Office
at least three (3) days prior to the opening session of the course.
(6) Courses which duplicate previously taken courses.
(7) Courses which are not properly documented by official transcript.
Graduate credits will be approved by the Assistant Superintendent.
In the event that there is a disagreement regarding the acceptance of a course, a
committee consisting of two administrators, designated by the Superintendent, and two
teachers appointed by the federation, shall consider the appeal. In the event of a tie,
the Superintendent shall cast the deciding vote.
f.
2. ~rvice Credit
a. T:1e Putnam Valley Central School District recognizes the importance and benefits of
staff development, of assisting its educators in searching for and refining new ideas and
techniques for instruction. To this end, the Putnam Valley Central School District agrees
to pay teachers fifty (50) dollars for every in-service credit earned. An in-service credit
will be defined as ten (10) hours of attendance at a district-sponsored. BOCES-sponsored.
or Teacher Center-sponsored course, workshop or seminar taken beyond the school day.
(Pay will be incremental.)
b. In-service credits will be approved if they reflect district, building or individual APPR
approved goals. These credits will be approved by the Assistant Superintendent. In the
event that there is a disagreement regarding the acceptance of a course or workshop, a
committee consisting of two administrators, designated by the Superintendent, and two
teachers appointed by the federation, shall consider the appeal. In the event of a tie, the
St;perintendent shall cast the deciding vote.
e. Courses that duplicate previously taken courses will not be approved.
d. Evidence of completion of the course, as certified by the instructor or institution, where
applicable, must be presented to the Superintendent before credit will be granted.
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3. Service Increment - For the duration of this agreement, any teacher who has attained
the following years of service, at least ten years of which shall have been on tenure in
this district shall be entitled to the following percentage increases applied to their
annual salary:
Years of Service Longevity Longevity with Professional Development'"
15 - 17 1.5 % 2 . 5 %
18 - 20 2. 0 % 3. 5 %
21+ 2. 5% 4. 5 %
"'Toqualify for this additional increment, a teacher must complete at least twenty (20)
hours of District sponsored or approved professional development (in service or graduate
courses) each year, exclusive of required summer professional development. The twenty
(20) hours of professional development requirement must be completec:Iby September 1st of
the year of eligibility. Teachers who attend courses sponsored and remunerated by PVCSD
shall have the option of applying these courses toward enhanced longevity in place of
course remuneration.
4. National Certification -Any faculty member achieving National Certification shall be
. .
compensated at the rate of $3000 per year for the duration of the certification.
5. Tutoring Pay
.
a. Tutoring services shall be compensated at the rate of $35 per hour. For every ten hours of
tutoring, two hours of compensated preparation time, to address lesson plans, assessment and
reporting, shall be granted.
6. Prior Service Credit- The Superintendent of Schools and a candidate for employment as a
teacher shall agree upon the entry level and credit for prior service, before the teacher is
.
offered the position.
7. Student Teacher Supervision- Student Teacher Supervision assignments shall be voluntary,
with District approval.
8. Undergraduate Courses -The district will reimburse a teacher for tuition paid for any
undergraduate course necessary to prepare for a classroom assignment. This determination
will be made by agre'ement between the teacher and the building principal.
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C. Summer School Salary Sched ule
1. Each teacher employed to teach summer school in the Putnam Valley Central School
District shall be compensated at the following rate:
535.00 per hour, plus for every 10 hours of instruction time there will be 2 hours of paid
preparation time at the same rate. Programs requiring additional preparation or evaluation
time will be compensated at the same rate of pay.
2. Summer school positions shall be filled on a voluntary basis.
3. All summer school positions will be filled first from in-district certified faculty. If there are
no qualified teachers from the district, positions will be filled from outside applicants. All
positions will be posted in all schools and the district office by May 1st of each school year.
Optimum class size at the elementary and middle school levels will be 10 students.
(Deviation from optimum size will be by agreement between administration and instructor.)
5. Optimum class size at the high school will be 20 students. (Deviation from optimum
sizE' will be by agreement between administration and instructor.)
6. All working and instructional areas will be air-conditioned.
7. Teachers will be granted one sick day / personal day per summer school session.
4.
D. Curriculum Development - Curriculum development outside of the regular school day, including
the creation of program content,'materials and assessments shall be compensated at the rate of BA
Step 1 divided by 200 divided by 6, which shall hereafter be referred to as the hourly curriculum
rate of pay.
E. Committee Assignments - All committee assignments shall be voluntary. All mandated
committees (e.g. state or contractual) shall be remunerated at the hourly curriculum rate of pay for
meetings occurring outside of the school day.
Examples DSC, BSC, APPR, POP, Staff Development. ( See Glossary, Appendix D.)
F. Pay Proce~ - Teachers shall be paid every second Thursday. Teachers may have an option of
21 or 26 pay periods. If a pay period falls in a vacation or holiday period, payment shall be made
on the lasi: working day prior to vacation or holiday, except that the last payment of the school
year shall be made on the last day of school.
G. Health Benefits and Welfare Fund
1. Between July 1, 2001 and June 30, 2005, the District shall pay 95% of the premium for
employees and dependents. All participating teachers shall pay the remaining 5% of
premiums. Effective July 1, 2005, the PVFT member contribution rate will revert to 0% until
such bme as a new agreement is ratified by the PVFT and the Board of Education.
2a. In add ition, there shall be a $7,500 group term life insurance policy for each teacher, the cost
of which shall be paid one hundred percent (100%) by the District. There shall be no change
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in the face amount of the policy heretofore provided, neither shall it exceed a $7,500 per
teacher policy.
2b. For each school year, the PVFTWFwill be funded as follows: ,
- 2001-2002 the District shall contribute $ 1200 per teacher to the Welfare Fund;
- 2002-2003 the District shall contribute $ 1300 per teacher to the Welfare Fund;
- 2003-2004 the District shall contribute $ 1400 per teacher to the Welfare Fund;
- 2004-2005 the District shall contribute $ 1S00 per teacher to the Welfare Fund for
approved insurance benefits. The Welfare Trust Board shall advise t~e District, by June 1st
of the insurance coverage arid carrier to which it subscribes, as well as the nature of the plan.
This shall be implemented no later than July 1st. The plan shall become effective upon such
application to the Board and approval by it. Payments to the Trust Fund shall be made
quarterly on the 15th of September, December, March and June.
3. As in present, practice, all teachers retiring from the Putnam Valley Central School District
shall be covered one hundred percen~ (100%) and dependents covered by fifty percent (50%)
of premium for existing health plans.
4. The District shall continue to provide a health insuraJ:\ce plan that both parties agree is
compar~ble to or better than the plan being offered by the Putnam/Northern Westchester
Health Insurance Consortium at the time a change is being considered.
Sa. Persons electing to change coverage from family to individual shall be entitled to receive
one-half of the difference in premium paid by the District, annually.
Sb. Persons electing to drop coverage shall be entitled to receive one-half of the difference in
premium paid by the District, annually.
5c. The annual date to determine the type of coverage selected will be May 30.
Sd. Lump sum payment (Sa. or Sb.) shall be made in the last paycheck of the school year.
ARTICLE VI - C9NDmONS OF EMPLOYMENT
A. Staffing and Teaching Conditions
1. Vacancies - The Board agrees to make every effort to post and fill unit vacancies as soon as
possible after they occur.
2. Length of Teachers' Day,
a. The length of the teachers' day shall be seven (7) hours. All teachers will be guaranteed a
lunch, preparation and collaborative professional period of time each day. Each of these
blocks of time shall be no less than 1/9 of the school day, inclusive of passing time.
b. Starting and ending times shall be between th~ hours of 7: 00 am and 3: 30 p.m.
c. The expected starting time shall be announced as soon as possible after bus schedules are
established, but in no event later than September 1st. Teachers are expected to remain after
school for a reasonable length of time when necessary to give assistance to pupils.
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3.
d. For secondary teachers, the 6/9ths of the teacher-pupil contact day shall be sched uled to
L:15Urethat no more than four contact blocks occur sequentially, one of which may be
home/ away.
Teachmg Assignments
a. All high school and middle school teachers shall have a content teaching block of time
equivalent to 5/9ths of the school day, mclusive of passing time. A block of time
equivalent to 1 /9th of the school day, shall be reserved for working with students. This
t:me is intended to support the student's regular program and is not an additional content
teachmg block. Such work could mclude: enrichment, remediation, project development,
clubs/ activities. The intent is that teachers will work with a reduced class size. This is a
non-graded block of time.
b. Elementary special area teachers shall have a teaching load not to exceed six sections per
day. Each section shall be up to 42 minutes per day. Blocks of student time may be flexibly
arranged by mutual agreement between teacher and administrator. Every effort shall be
made to provide teachers with a 5 minute set-up time between classes.
c. Teachers who volunteer to take an additional assignment shall be compensated at their
contractual rate, prorated.
d. Emergency Assignments - Only in extreme emergencies shall teachers be assigned to cover
the classes of other teachers. In such instances, when teachers substitute during their
available periods, they shall be reimbursed at the rate of $20 per period.
e. Multiple Building Assignments - Any teacher assigned to the elementary and middle/high
school campus shall be allotted fifteen (15) minutes travel time per trip between schools.
T'~achers assigned to the middle school and high school shall be given reasonable time to
transfer between classes. Such teachers shall follow the schedule of the building to which
they initially report in the morning.
Cla';s Size -
a .The Board and the Federation agree that the number of pupils per class is an important
factor bearing on teaching-learning conditions and the educational opportunity afforded
individual students. It is agreed further that progress should be made toward the
e~tablishment of educationally sound class size maximums. Where the size of any class
exceeds thirty (30), a teacher aide will be assigned to such class. In physical education,
where the size of any class exceeds thirty- five (35), an aide shall be assigned. At all
levels every effort will be made to equahze the distribution of students.
b. In Science labs, every effort will be made to limit class size to the number of stations
a vailable in the lab.
4.
5. Assi~;nment Notice - Teachers shall be notified m writing of their assignments for the commg
year no later than the last Thursday of the school year. Any changes made thereafter shall
be made in writing to the teacher involved. Any teacher who so requests will be given an
opportunity to discuss his/her assignment with the appropriate administrator.
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6. Librarians and Library Clerk -The District shall provide the services of one full-time
librarian and one three-fifths librarian. A clerk or aide will be available for library work
as assigned by the Superintendent of Schools.
7. Room and Area Assigrunents -In the scheduling of room assignments for teachers, every effort
will be made to assure that the same room or area will be used by a teacher throughout
the school day. If it is necessary to assign a teacher to more than (~meclassroom or area
per day, such assignment shall be rotated each year among all teachers except those
whose subjects require the use of machinery or equipment that would be difficult to move
between room or areas. In any multi-classroom assignment, special attention will be given
to keeping at a minimum the number of and the distance between assigned rooms.
8. Money Collections - Teachers will not be required to make any money collections.
9. Faculty Meetings
a. Faculty meetings shall be held up to ten (10) times per year. They shall be held on
Mondays, except for emergencies. Every effort shall be made on the part of building
administrators to distribute a year long meeting schedule in September. Teachers shall
be given at least forty-eight hours notice of rescheduled meeting dates, except in
emergencies. The duration of ea~h meeting will not exceed one hour in length, except
when necessary to complete agenda items which cannot be ~eld over until the next
scheduled meeting.
b. In addition to monthly faculty meetings, the school calendar may include up to four (4)
staff development days. On these days, students will follow a half - day schedule.
Teachers will remain two hours beyond the normal school day. All staff development
activities will begin following the teacher's lunch break.
10. Classroom Announcements
a. There shall be a communications system for communication between all teaching stations
and the main office. Such systems shall not be used in any way to monitor the teacher at
such stations.
11. ProbationaJ.:)'Teacher Notice and Conferences
. a. The building principal will conduct at least two (2) formal conferences, one per semester,
with probationary teachers to discuss performance.
b. Any probationary teacher who is not to be re-employed shall be so notified by May 1st.
12. TemporaJ.:}' Administrative Assigrunents
.
a. When a teacher in the bargaining unit volunteers to perform the duties of an administrator
on a full-day basis, that teacher shall be compensated at thirty percent (30%) above
his/her normal rate for the day and shall be relieved of his/her teaching duties.
13. Field of Oualification - Every effort will be made to assign a teacher to th~ir area of
certification. In the event that a teacher is assigned outside of his/her certification,
professional development will be provided by the district.
14. Number of Preparations -No middle or: high school core academic team teacher shall be
assigned more than three (3) preparation periods daily. Middle or high school
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specialists who believe they have a teaching assignment comparable to that of a core
academic team member and who also believe they have been assigned more than three
preparation periods daily may qualify for a compensation of $500 per semester for the
additional preparation. Such specialists must demonstrate the comparability and the
existence of more than three preparation periods to a committee composed of one PVFT
representative and one representative selected by the school principal. A demonstration
of comparability shall include such elements as planning and assessment time that take
place outside of class time. The committee is required to submit a written decision and
rationale to the PVFT president and the superintendent, both of whom shall maintain
such records for future reference.
15. Ac;ldemic Freedom - In the selection and use of teaching materials not provided by the
Di~trict, the Board of Education recognizes the teachers' right and responsibility to exercise
his Iher professional judgment concerning the selection and use of such materials within the
rules and regulations of the Education Law of the State of New York. This shall in no way
abrogate the right of the administrative staff to regulate the use of such materials.
16. Double Sessions - In the event of double session, split session and overlapping sessions, the
work day for teachers shall not exceed that of one (1) continuous student session. Teachers,
however, shall be required to expend the same time before and after each session as is
ordinarily expended in regUlar session.
Teacher Protection
1. Property Damage- No teacher shall be held responsible for loss or damage within the
s.;::hoolor school property or of children's property, providing such damage does not arise
out of willfully or grossly negligent actions by the teacher. The District shall reimburse
teachers for damage or destruction of the teacher's clothing or other personal property
resulting from a disciplinary action or matter involving the safety or welfare of students.
2. Teacher Observations
a. The purpose of observations/evaluations shall be to improve instruction. Areas of
teacher strength and/ or weakness shall be noted. Areas of weakness shall be
accompanied by recommendations for improvement.
b. All observations/evaluations shall be conducted openly and with full knowledge of the
person being observed.
c. A teacher in the observation cycle, and all non-tenured teachers, shall be given
adequate notice of at least one (1) administrator observation. Not later than one (1)
week subsequent to the observation, an oral conference between the teacher and
administrator shall take place. Not later than two (2) weeks subsequent to the
observation, a written report shall be given to the teacher.
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3. Personnel Files
a .Any teacher shall have the right to examine his or her own personnel files and to review
and answer any materials placed therein. Nothing shall be placed in a teacher's file
without a copy being received by the teacher and an opportunity for the teacher to make a
written comment which shall, upon request, be appended to such material. Nothing shall
be placed in a teacher's file which is not factually based.
b. This right shall not include permission for a teacher to see confidential material
forwarded by a former employer, educational institution, or letter of recommendat~on.
c. Any written or other record made of oral complaints from outside or within the school
system relative to a teacher's employment service, conduct, character, or personality,
which is considered by the person receiving the complaint to be not factually substantiated
shall not be placed in the teacher's personnel file.
d.A teacher interested in reviewing his or her own file shall submit a signed request in
writing. Requests shall be honored except where administrative personnel are not
available. In that event, it shall take place no later than one (1) school day after the
request has been submitted.
Assault Protection
a. Teachers shall be required to immediately report to the Superintendent of Schools all
cases of assault suffered 'by teachers in connection with their employment, except where
the teacher is incapable by reason of said assault and then said assault shall be reported
forty-eight (48) hours after the teacher becomes capable. Where assaults occur on
weekends or single day holidays intervene, such days so intervening shall not be counted in
determining the forty-eight (48) hours within which the assault is to be reported.
b. The Superintendent shall acknowledge receipt of such report. The School District's
counsel shall immediately inform the teacher of his or her rights under the law. The
School District's counsel shall assist the teacher as follows:
(1) By obtaining from the police and/ or the principal relevant information concerning the
case and the background material.
(2)By accompanYing the teacher in court appearances.
(3)By acting in other appropriate ways as liaison between the teacher, the police
and the courts.
c. Teachers disabled as a result of assault, shall not lose personal sick time.
Legal Counsel - The District agrees to provide legal counsel to defend any teacher in any
action arising out of a disciplinary action taken against a student, or any legal proceeding
resulting from the teacher's discharge of his or her duties withiri the scope of his or her
employment, provided the teacher complies with the notice requirement of the Education
Law, Section 3028.
4.
5.
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6. Per~onal Injury Benefits - Absence resulting from a personal injury suffered in the course of
employment shall be charged to the employee's sick leave. Absence beyond sick leave resulting
from such an injury shall be considered as disability leave with full pay, when such
disability is certified by the school physician. However, compensation from any source, paid
to the employees in lieu of salary during the period of leave due to such an injury shall be
turned over to the District except for that portion paid for by the employee. Any schedule
award paid to the employee by Worker's Compensation shall be retained by the employee.
Any lump sum award for wages paid by the New York State Teachers Retirement System, or
paid by any other retirement or wage compensatory agency or insurance company, public or
private, shall terminate disability leave. In no event shall disability leave with pay extend
beyond the period of one (1) year from cessation of sick leave. The District shall reimburse
employees for personal property damage or medical bills, not otherwise paid, for any injury
suffered in the course of employment.
C. Leaves of Abs~
1. General leave Provisions
a. Teachers granted leaves are required to return to duty when a leave expires, and to give the
Board written notice of intent to return. A leave may be extended by mutual agreement.
b. One (1) week's notice of retuI'D must be given for leaves of less than two (2) months, except for
sick leave, personal bereavement leave, professional meeting leave, and jury duty leave.
c. Four (4) weeks' notice of return must be given for leaves of more than two (2) months, except for
maternity leave.
d. While on leave, teachers shall retain tenure, pension, and shall have the right to purchase
health insurance. The District agrees that there shall be no discrimination against any
teacher in the granting of leaves.
e. Except for maternity leave, applications for leave shall include the length of the leave
reques::ed and the contract category under which it is to be taken.
f. Except for maternity leave and emergency leave, all applications under this article shall be
made no later than sixty (60) days prior to the commencement of such leave.
Long-Tenn Leave - Long-term leave shall be made available on an unpaid basis for periods of
one-half (1/2) year or one (1) full year for study or travel to members of the unit. A
committet~ of two (2) teachers appointed by the Federation and two (2) administrators
designated by the Superintendent shall determine whether an applicant receives such
unpaid leave. In the event of a tie on the committee, the Superintendent shall cast the
deciding vote.
Elected and Appointed Positions - Teachers who gain full-time positions in state or national,
teachers' organizations or political office shall be granted leave of absence without pay for
such position not to exceed one (1) year unless extended by mutual agreement. Any teacher
granted such leave shall return at the step on the salary schedule to which he would have
been entitled had he remained on duty during the period of the leave.
2.
3.
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4: Maternity and Child Care Leave
a. Upon request, child care leave, not to exceed two (2) years, will be granted to any teacher. The
District will ordinarily be, entitled to thirty (30) days notice prior to the commencement of such
leave.
b. Child care portions of such leave shall ordinarily run for the full term granted. However such
leave may be terminated to coincide with the end of any marking period but no earlier t~an
sixty (60) school days from the date of the application to terminate leave. Child care leave
shall be available to teachers who adopt children up to age five.
c. Temporary disability applications will be processed in the same manner as any other
temporary disability application. ,
5. Travel Leave -Leave may be granted, without pay, for the purpose of travel, exploration, study, or
.-
enrichment of the individual's background. A letter of application should include the goals and specific
design of such a leave, including itinerary. The application requirements of subdivision 7, below, apply.
6. Study Leave - Leaves may be granted without pay for study which, in the opinion of the Board, would
contribute significantly to the professional growth of the individu'al and benefit the educational program
of the School District. The application requirements of subdivision 7, below, apply.
7. Exceptional Education Opportunities
a. Leaves may be granted without pay to individuals who have secured grants, fellowships or
scholarships from outside sources. Partial payment may be granted at the discretion of the Board if
the stipend from such a grant is insufficient to meet living and study requirements of the applicant. A
leave of absence may be granted without pay to any individual who wishes to take advantage of foreign
exchange programs.
b. Applications for such leave must have the prior approval of the Superintendent, must specify the exact
period of the leave, and must be received in ample time to secure a qualified substitute, but not less than
thirty (30) days prior to the first day of leave. .
8. Emergency Leave - Emergency leave, application for which has been approved by the Superintendent, may
be granted at Board discretion for conditions related to the health or welfare of individual faculty members
over arid above established sick leave and personal days, with payor without pay.
9. TuI:yDuty
a. Teachers serving on jury duty shall submit to the Superintendent the notice to appear. They shall
receive full salary during the period of such service, subject to their remittance to the Board of an
equal amount to the compensation paid to them for such jury duty service.
10. Sabbaticals
.
a. There shall be a moratorium on sabbaticals during the life of this extended agreement and, therefore, no
sabbaticals shall be either granted or applied for during the life of this agreement.
b. In years in which sabbatical is effective, the following provisions shall apply:
(1) After teachers have served seven (7) years of full service to the Putnam Valley School District
they shall be eligible for sabbatical leave for study or travel.
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(2) A sabbatical leave may be for a period commencing September 1st to January 31st of the following
year, or for the period commencing February 1st to June 30th next ensuing, one-half (1 /2) year, Jt full
pay, or for a period commencing September 1 st to June 30th of the ensuing year, at sixty (60%) percent
of pay.
(3) In anyone year, three (3%) percent of the teacher negotiating unit shall be granted sabbatical leaves.
This shall not be less than three (3) teachers where there is a sufficient number of applicants. Whole
numbt~rs only shall apply to the granting of sabbaticals.
(4) Applications for sabbatical shall be presented to the Superintendent in writing by December 21st
during the school year preceding the year for which the leave is sought.
(5) All applicants for sabbatical leave shall be notified in writing of a decision no later than
February 28th of the preceding school year for which the leave is sought.
(6) Sabbatical leaves shall be granted on application showing a valid program as determined by a
committee of two (2) teachers and the Superintendent. The decision of the committee shall be final
except where there is not a valid plan.
(7) As part of the application, a leave recipient shall certify, in writing, his intention of returning to
the District for at least one (1) full year following the leave. A leave recipient shall, upon his
return to duty, be placed on the salary schedule at the step to which he would have been entitled
had hE' remained on duty during the period of the leave.
(8) If applicants should include persons applying for first and second sabbaticals, the District shall give
priority to those applying for the first sabbatical. In this instance only will seniority be a secondary
consideration.
11. Sick Leave
a. Each teacher shall receive fifteen (15) days annually for illness up to a maximum of three hundred (300)
days. At the beginning of the school year, each teacher will receive a written statement of the number of
sick days with which he or she is credited.
b. After being absent five (5) consecutive school days, a teacher will be required to present a doctor's note
stating:
( 1) The nature of the illness, if contagious or infectious.
(2) The teacher's ability to perform his/her duties and an anticipated date of return to work. The
doctor's note may be secured from the teacher's personal physician. However, the teacher may use
the school physician for such doctor's note.
c. Unused personal days shall be carried over as sick days.
d. Upon retirement from the Putnam Valley Central School District, the employee or his/her designated
beneficiary shall be remunerated $50 per day for unused sick days over 100 days up to 300 days.
(Maximum 200 days X $50)
12. Sick Bank - The Putnam Valley Central School District and the Putnam Valley Federation
of Teachers agree to establish a Sick Leave Bank (SLB) effective January I, 1993, for all full
time teachers employed by the District who wish to participate.
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a. Purpose - A sick leave bank shall be established to provide income protection to full-time
participants in the event of extended physical or mental illness resulting in a participant's
accumulated sick leave b'eing exhausted. ,
b. Contribution - Each full-time teacher wishing to participate in the SLB shall submit to the Board
of Education a written waiver of three (3) days accumulated sick leave. J'he unused sick days in
the bank shall be cumulative and shall be carried forward from year to year. Teachers'
contributions are not mandatory but, once made, may not be withdrawn. The maximum number of
days in the SLB will be three (3) times the number of full-time teachers employed by the District.
The Bank shall be replenished when the number in the bank falls below fifty (50) percent of
maximum.
c. The PVFT shall regulate the SLB.
d. Withdrawals:
(1) Application - A full-time teacher who has an extended physical or mental illness, resulting in a
participant's accumulated sick leave being exhausted, may apply to the SLB Committee under
the following conditions.
(a) The full-time teacher must have used all of his or her accumulated sick days.
(b) A waiting period of two (2) days for every full-time year of employment in the District
must have passed. (If the employee's application is successful, the payment will be
retroactive to cover the waiting period.)
(c) The full-time teacher must present valid medical evidence in writing attesting to the
illness, physical or mental, to the Federation President or designee. (Should the
participant be unable to do so, a member of the participant's family or its agent may make a
request to the SLB.)
(d) The applicant shall not be allowed to apply after being adjudged permanently
incapacitated or directly after any other paid or unpaid leaves.
(e) The applicant's illness must be longer than twenty (20) consecutive days.
(2) Maximum Withdrawal Days -The following ,isa guideline for the PVFT to consider when
.allocating sick leave from the SLB. Each case may be considered on an individual basis;
however, under no circumstance may any teacher be granted more than one hundred eighty
(180) days from the SLB.
Years in District Total Sick Bank Withdrawal
1-10 90
11 and up 80
e. A teacher who has been granted leave from the SLB and subsequently returns to teaching in
Putnam Valley'shall be considered to be a beginning teacher for the purposes of the SLB. The date
of his or her return shall be used for the purpQse of determining the terms of his or her waiting
period in the event of future need to withdraw from the SLB.
13. Personal Leave- The following days may be takeI) without loss of pay:
a .Three (3) days for personal business. A written request for personal days must be submitted at least
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five (5) school days prior to the date of the leave, except in emergency situations.
(1) No reason need be given for one (1) of the personal days.
(2) A requEst for two (2) of the days must state a reason. A denial of any request for these two (2) days
must net be unreasonable and must also state a reason for denial.
(3) Personal business days may not be taken the day prior to or the day following a holiday or
vacation without special permission. In the event approval is granted, two (2) days will be
deducted for each one (1) personal day taken.
(4) It is suggested that personal days be taken to conduct business that cannot be accomplished after
school hours. Examples would be court appearances, house closing, etc.
14. Bereavement l~
a. Five (5) scrool days bereavement leave will be granted to any teacher who suffers a death in his
immediate family. Immediate family shall be wife, husband, son, daughter, father, mother,
father-in-law, mother-in-law, sister-in- law, brother-in-law, aunt, uncle, grandparent,
grandchild, brother and sister.
b. The above bereavement leave may be extended at the discretion of the Board of Education upon the
recommendation of the Superintendent.
c. Personal bL.siness leave or bereavement leave will not be granted for any reason if the necessity for
the leave occurs at any time other than that time when the teacher will be working. Should it
happen on weekends, holidays or vacations, or a time scheduled by the teacher, time will not be
granted at another time.
15. Unpaid Leave_- Leave shall be granted to any teacher who requests such a leave sixty (60)
days prior to date needed. The Superintendent shall have the right of approval or rejection
of such leave after two teachers have taken such leave during the same school year. Such
leave may not exceed five (5) days for one individual in any school year and only in the
event of extreme emergency will it be granted before or after a holiday period. A decision on
applications for unpaid leave, before or after a holiday, will be determined by the
Superintendent on a case-by-case basis.
16. ProfessIonal tv[eetings
a. Any employee member of the unit defined in the recognition clause who belongs to a professional
organization and is duly elected as the delegate to the annual convention of that organization
shall be gra:1.ted two (2) days' leave per year to attend such convention of anyone (1) such
organization without loss of salary or personal business days. No mileage or living expenses shall
be granted.
b. \Nritten notice of the date of any of the above convention meetings shall be given to the
Superintendent at least thirty (30) days in advance of such meeting.
D. Facilities. Equipment and Supplies
1. Safe and Healthful Environment - The District agrees to provide a safe and healthful
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environment in and around the school building, including the maintenance of State Education
Department standards for heating and lighting.
2. Selection of Textbooks and Audio-Visual Materials - The present practice of allowing teachers to
recommend textbooks and audio-visual materials shall be continued.
3. Textbooks and Equipment - Each teacher shall be provided with an adequate number of
textbooks so that each student will have the advantage of having his own textbook. The District
agrees to provide basic equipment necessary to carry out approved courses of study.
4. Teachers' Room - The District shall provide a teachers' room in each school.
5. Teachers' Desks - The District agrees to provide every teacher, except BOCES, employed by the
District with a desk. Those teachers who do not wish a desk shall so notify the principal.
E. General Conditions
1. Length of School Year
a. During the development of the school calendar, the union will serve in an advisory capacity.
b. The school year will be composed of 180 instructional days and 2 Staff
Development/Superintendent Conference Days. In the event all allocated snow days are not
used, 1 additional Staff Development/ Superintendent Conference Day may be scheduled in
the spring. The district agrees to return any additional unused snow days to vacation time.
c. Effective 7/1/01, all newly hired faculty will be required to attend a five (5) day
orientation/in-service session. These days shall be six hours in length, inclusive of lunch and
shall be compensated at the curriculum rate of pay for a 6 h.our day.
d. Effective 7/1/02, all faculty (excluding new faculty addressed above), will participate in
three days (3) of in-house curriculum and/ or professional development work. This work must
align with district, building and/or individual APPR goals that have been approved by the
building staff development committee. These days shall be six hours in length, inclusive of
lunch and shall be compensated at the curriculum rate of pay for a 6 hour day.
e. It is th.e intent of the district to offer numerous in-service'options both during the school year
and the summer months ,in order that teachers may fulfill the above requirements. The core of
summer offerings will be announced by April 1 of each year, with additional offerings to be
added as developed.
2. Travel Expenses - Teachers shall be reimbursed for approved travel expenses.
3. Mileage Allowance - The District shall reimburse employees for the use of a privately owned
vehicle on authorized or approved school business at the IRS rate in effect for that year.
4. Federation-Administration Meetings There shall be regularly scheduled monthly meetings
between Federation representatives and the administration staff unless otherwise agreed.
5. Copies of Contract - All members of the unit shall be provided with copies of the contract in
booklet form as soon as possible after ratification. The cost shall be equally divided between
the parties.
6. Military Deferment -In handling requests regarding the status of any employee eligible for
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military service, the District agrees to maintain a uniform and equitable policy which is in no
way discriminatory.
7. PtHent /Te.)cher Conferences and Back-to-School Night a. All teachers will be required to attend
one evening Back to School event. b. Up to two additional evening events may be scheduled; a
half day of release time will be provided for each. Teachers will be notified of the calendar for
these events no later than September 30th.
8. Tax Sheltered Annuities - The Board agrees to continue providing members of the negotiation
unit who so request, a payroll deduction of premiums and other costs related to the purchase of
the tax sheltered annuity program in force.
A RTICLE VII - G RJEVANCE PROCEDURE
A. Definitions
1. A "grievance" shall mean a claimed violation, misinterpretation or inequitable application of
the terms and conditions of this agreement or of any established practice providing employee
rights and benefits or working conditions in addition to those contained herein or interpreting
those contained herein which relate to or involve an employee or employees and which has not
been solved by normal discussions among employees and administrators. Each grievance shall
contain the facts underlying the grievance, the section of the contract violated and the remedy
sought. Tht~ grievance shall be signed by the individual grievant.
2. The "Federation" shall mean the Putnam Valley Federation of Teachers.
3. The term "grievant" or "aggrieved" shall mean an individual employee or, where applicable, a group
of employees, or the Federation.
4. The word "days" shall mean, except where otherwise indicated, school days; thus, weekend or
vacation days are excluded.
5. The term "immediate Supervisor" shall mean the Principal.
B. General Provisi~
1 An employee shall have the right to present grievances in accordance with the procedure,
free from coercion, interference, restraint, discrimination or reprisal.
2. An employee shall have the right to be represented at any step of the procedure by anyone of his
choice. Any fees charged by such a person or persons shall be borne by the employee.
3. Each party to a grievance, and the Federation, shall have access at reasonable times to all
written statements and records pertaining to such a case.
4. All hearings shall be held in private session unless otherwise mutually agreed.
5. It shall be the responsibility of the Superintendent of the District to take such steps as may
be necessary to give force and effect to these procedures. Each person to whom a grievance is
presented shall have the responsibility to consider promptly each such grievance and to
make a determination within the authority delegated to him within the time specified in these
procedures.
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6. Conferences or hearings held under this procedure shall be conducted at a time and place
which will afford a fair and reasonable opportunity for all persons entitled to be present to
attend. When such conferences are held during school hours, all persons who participate
shall be excused without loss of pay.
7. Failure at any step of this procedure to communicate the decision on a grievance ~ithin the
specified time limits shall permit the grievant to proceed to the next step. Failure at any
step of this procedure to appeal a grievance to the next step within the specified tim~ limits
shall be deemed to be acceptance of the decision rendered at that ~tep. The time limits
specified in any step of this procedure may be extended, in any specific instance, by mutual
agreement. If one of the parties shall be required to be out of ,the District on school business,
such absence shall not be counted as lapsed time.
8. The federation has the right to initiate or appeal a grievance. Such grievance shall be
initiated at the appropriate step of the grievance procedure and may, if necessary, be
appealed through succeeding steps of the grievance procedure according to the time limits
and other conditions specified for such succeeding steps.
9. Where a group of teachers have a common grievance, the President of the Federation or
designee, in the name of the Federation, acting on the teachers' request, may initiate a group
grievance on their behalf by filing a written grievance at the appropriate step of the
grievance procedure. If necessary, the Federation may appeal the grievance through the
succeeding steps of the grievance procedure according to the time limits and other conditio~
specified for such succeeding steps.
10. Where a grievance involves an act or condition over which an immediate supervisor is
without power or authority to act, including but not limited to salary or leave agreements or
policies, a grievance may be initiated with the Superintendent at Step 2 of the grievance
procedure and may, if necessary, be processed through the 4th step.
11. a.The Board of Education shall have the right to bring a grievance against an employee or the
Federation. Following the Board's written notice of a grievance, under the time limit for
initiation of employee grievances in subdivision 13 of the General Procedures of the
. Grievance Procedure, a conference shall be held within ten (10) days between the Board and
the party aggrieved against with a view to arriving at a mutually satisfactory resolution of
the grievance. At such conference, the Board, the Federation and the party aggrieved
against shall be entitled to be represented and to be heard, and all parties shall have at
least two (2) days notice of the time and place of the conference.
b.The party aggrieved against shall report its response in writing to the Board of Education
within, ten (10) days of the conference. If the Board is not satisfied with the response, it
may, within ten (10) days, file a notice of arbitration under the requirements spelled out for
employees. The process of Step 4 of the Grievance Procedure shall govern the disposition of
the grievance.
,
.
12. When a grievance is satisfactorily adjusted ,at anyone of the steps of the procedure, the
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13.
grie':ance shall be deemed to be settled and the settlement shall be so noted on a
repc rt signed by both parties together with the terms of the adjustment.
A grievance must be presented within thirty (30) days after the cause of the grievance arises,
unless it is impossible for the employee to know he has a grievance, in which case a
grie'lance may be presented within thirty (30) days from the date when it was first possible
for him to have such knowledge. In the event a grievance is filed late in the school year so
that sufficient time as stipulated under all steps of the procedure might not be provided
shodd it be necessary to pursue the grievance through the final step, all parties will be
expected to make special efforts to expedite the grievance. In any event, the grievance shall
be consummated under the terms of this agreement and not under a succeeding contract or
agre'ement.
c. Procedures for Grievance Adjustment;.
1. STEI~ - Any employee considering himself aggrieved may, either orally or in writing,
present a grievance to his immediate supervisor within the time limit specified in
subdivision 13 of the General Provisions of this Grievance Procedure. The aggrieved
emp',oyee and the immediate supervisor shall confer on the grievance within five (5) days
with a view to arriving at a mutually satisfactory resolution of the grievance. At the
conference, the aggrieved employee may appear personally or he may be represented by a
Federation representative or other representative, but where the aggrieved employee is so
represented, he nevertheless must be present. Any grievance thus presented which involved
the terms of this agreement, either in application or interpretation, or which would affect
the working conditions or the welfare of the employees in the negotiating unit, shall entitle
the Federation to be present through a representative to state the views of the Federation.
The immediate supervisor shall advise the President of the Federation of the existence of a
grievance to allow the Federation to designate a representative to attend the conference. He
shall give the Federation and the grievant two (2) days' notice of the time and place of such
a conference. The immediate supervisor shall communicate his decision and supporting
reasons in writing to all persons present at the Step 1 conference. The individual grievant
shall be present at this step.
STIf.l.
a. If not settled pursuant to the foregoing procedure, the grievance may be appealed to the
Superintendent within ten (10) days after the receipt of the decision in Step 1. The appeal
shall be in writing and shall set forth specifically the reasons for the appeal and shall be
accompanied by a copy of the decision at Step 1. It shall also state the names of the
grievant's representative, if any, and the representatives of the Federation present at
Step 1. The Superintendent or designee shall meet and confer with the aggrieved
employee within ten (10) days, in an attempt to reach a mutually satisfactory resolution of
2.
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3.
the grievance.
b. The aggrieved employee and the Federation's representative shall be given at least two
(2) days notice of the conference and an opportunity to be heard. The individual grievant
shall be present at this step. Notice of the conference shall also be given to the immediate
supervisor of Step 1, who may be present to state his views. The employee's and the
Federation's rights to be heard and represented shall be as stat~d in Step 1, except that
the Federation may designate a different representative at this step, if necessary. The
Superintendent or designee shall communicate his decision in writing, together with his
supporting reasons, to the aggrieved employee, to the Federation representative and to the
Step 1 immediate supervisor within ten (10) days of the conference.
STEP 3 - If not settled pursuant to the foregoing procedure, the grievance may be appealed to
the Board of Education within ten (10) days after the decision is received in Step 2. The
appeal shall be in writing, shall set forth specifically the reasons for the appeal, and shall
be accompanied by a copy of the appeal and the decision at Step 2. It shall state the names
of the grievant's representatives, if any, and the Federation's representative present at
Step 2. Notification of the hearing on t~e appeal, and the grievant's and the Federation's
rights to be heard and represented shall be as stated in Step 1 and Step 2, except that the
appeal must be heard within ten (10) days' receipt of the appeal. Notice of the hearing and
an opportunity to be hearq shall be given to the Superintendent and the immediate
supervisor of Step 1, if involved. The Board of Education shall render a decision within ten
(10) days of its hearmg on the appeal. The decision shall be immediately transmitted by
the Board, together with supporting reasons to the grievant and the Federation's
representative who participated in this step, as well as the Superintendent and the
immediate supervisor of Step 1, if any, involved.
STEP 4 -ARBITRATION
a .No grievance may be brought to this step except by the recognized representative of the
teaching unit. If not settled pursuant to the foregoing procedure, the grievant may submit
the grievance to an arbitrator for decision. The proceeding shall be initiated by the
grievant filing a notice of arbitration with the Board of Education and with the American
Arbitration "Association. The notice shall include a statement of the nature of the
grievance and the facts relating to it, a statement setting forth precisely the issue to be
decided by the arbitrator, copies of all other documents, exhibits and information. The
arbitration agency shall appoint an arbitrator to serve in the case and its arbitration rules
shall apply to the proceedings, insofar as they relate to any hearings, unless such a
hearing is waived by the parties within fourteen (14) days after being appointed. This
time limit may be extended
"bymutual agreement of the parties involved. The arbitrator
shall give at least five (5) days' notice of the time and place of such hearing to the
grievant, the Board of Education, the Superintendent, the Federation and the immediate
supervisor of Step I, if involved. Th~ arbitrator shall issue his decision no more than
fourteen (14) days from the date of the closing of the hearings, or, if oral hearings have
4.
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been waived, then from the date of transmitting the final statements and proof to the
arbitrator. The decision shall be in writing and shall set forth the arbitrator's opinion
and conclusions on the issues submitted. The arbitrator shall limit his decision to matters
specified in the "grievance" definition of the procedure, and to any remedy, if
appropriate, which is not inconsistent with this agreement and not contrary to it.
b. However, he shall be without power or authority to make any decisions which are:
(1) Contrary to, or inconsistent with, or modifying or varying in any way, the terms of
this agreement.
(2) Involving Board of Education discretion or policy under the provisions of this
agreement, except that he may decide in a particular case involving Board
discretion or policy, whether or not the Board applied such discretion or policy in
a discriminatory fashion; i.e., in a manner unreasonably inconsistent with the
general practice of the District in similar circumstances.
c. The decision of the arbitrator will be accepted as final by the parties to the grievance
dispute, and both will abide by it.
d. The cost of arbitration shall be shared equally by the parties.
ARTICLE VIII - CONFORMITY TO LAW - SAVINGS CLAUSE
A. In the event that any provision of this agreement is or shall be contrary to law, all other
provisions of this agreement shall continue in effect.
B. If any provisions of this agreement are or shall be contrary to law, then such provision shall
not be applicable, performed or endorsed, except to the extent permitted by law. Any
sub~ titu te action shall be subject to appropriate consultation and negotiation.
ARTICLE IX - MA TIERS NOT COVERED
It shall be the prerogative of the District to institute new practices concerning matters not covered by
this agreement, which matters shall not be subject to negotiation during this agreement. No policy
undertaken pursuant to this article shall alter wages, hours or conditions of work as set forth in this
agreement.
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ARTICLE X - DURATION
A. This agreement shall be effective as of July 1, 2001 and shall continue in effect through
June 30, 2005.
B. This agreement shall supersede any rules, regulations, policies or practices of the District which
shall be contrary to or inconsistent with its tenns. The provision of this agreement shall be
incorporated into and be considered part of the established policies of the District. Any District
policies unaltered or unchanged by this agreement shall remain in force unless modified by
procedures provided in this agreement. Negotiations for a subsequent agreement should commence
no later that January 15, 2005.
ARTICLE XI - LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY
It is agreed by and between the parties that any provision of this agreement requiring legislative
action to permit its implementation by amendment of law Of.by providing the additional funds the
additional funds therefor, shall not become effective until the appropriate legislative body has
given approval.
~;~
. ,
PUTNAM VALLEY CENTRAL
SCHOOL DISTRICT
~~~ ~
BY:~~
PUTNAM VALLEY FEDERATION
OF TEACHERS
~~#~
Da te: s? ¥ IotOOI. / Date: (5.~.'/~C7J I
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STEP
B.A. M.A.
1 39,064 44,566
2 42,107 47,970
3 44,973 51,324
4 46,775 53,375
5 49,071 56,079
6 51,075 58,322
7 53,117 60,653
8 56,207 64,248
9 58,209 66,613
10 60,209 68,990
1 Jl 62,213 71,361
11'") 64,006 73,159
~~13 65,926 75,401
14 67,904 77,650
APPENDIX A
2001-02 Schedules
2002-03 Schedules
STEP
B.A. M.A.
1 40,529 46,237
2 43,686 49,769
3 46,659
.
53,24'9
4 48,529 55,377
5 50,911 58,182
6 52,990 60,509
7 55,109 62,927
8 58,315 66,657
9 60,392 69,111 .
10 62,467 71,577
11 64,546 74,037
12 66,406 75,902
13 68,398 78,229
14 70,450 80,562
2003-04 Schedules
STEP
B.A. M.A.
1 42,150 48,086
2 45,433 5 1,760
3 48,525 55,379
4 50,470 57,592
5 52,947 60,509
6 55,110 62,929
7 57,313 65,444
8 60,648 69,323
9 62,808 71,875
10 64,966 74,440
11 67,128 76,998
12 69,062 78,938
13 71 ,134 81,358
14 73,268 83,784
2004-05 Schedules
STEP
B.A. M.A.
1 43,836 50,009
2 47,250 53,830
3 50,466 57,594
4 52,489 59,896
.
5 55,065 62,929
6 57,314 65,446
7 59,606 68,062
8 63,074 72,096
9 65,320 74,750
10 67,565 77,418
11 69,813 80,078
12 71,824 82,096
13 73,979 84,612
14 76,199 87,135
AI)PENDI~( B
Co-Curricular Activity Pay Schedule 2001-20QL_______
~ -~-
A_cJiyilY __$_t~~Lm___$t~p~___Step 3 Ste~~n_ St_ep~u_
Dr:ama_Ag~~~__n 2313 2457 2602 2746 2891
Musical Director 3813 4051 4289 45281 4766
Assistant Director/ Conductor 2313; 2457 2602: 274~~891 ~
~}.,g_r§!()9!,~2her 23131 24571 2602: 27461 2891'
I
,
~~-
- --
-
~
Stage Craft 23131 2457i 2602~. 27461 2891,
Jazz EnSE!mble 26251 27891 29531 31171 3281 :
Vocal Ensemble 18751 19921 21091 22271 u_~_344~
Instrumental Ensemble 1875~- 19921 21091 22271-- 2344:
~iterary Majlazine 16881 17931 18991_ 20041 21091
_~ew~-9~H 16881 1793
1
1899~20041 2109;
Debate 2250 i 239 1 2531 2672 ! 28 1 3 I
Yearbo()~_ 31251 3320 3516 37111 3906i
I I
School Government Advisor 21251 22581 23911 25241 2656:
Math C Iu bfT ea m 1 8 1 3 i 1 9261 20391 2 1 52 i 2266 I
_National Honor Society 14381 15271 16171 17071 17971
Class Advisor: 9th Grade 12501 13281 14061 14841 15631
Class Advisor: 10th Grade 12501 13281 14061 1484 1563
Class Advisor: 11th Grade 2125' 22581 2391 25241 2656
Class Advisor: 12 Grade 23131 24571 26021 2746 2891
Middle Scl1oo1 Yearbook 20631 21911 23201 24491 2578
1
~iddle_Scl1ool Jazz Band _ __ 16881 17931 18991 20041 ~
_Middle§~hool Student Gov't 1688! 17931 18991 20041 2109 i
Middle/Elem School Drama 22501 23911 25311 26721 28131
~lementariSchool Chorus 18751 1992! 21091 22271 2344i
Elementary School Gym Show: i_ 14381 15271 16171 17071 1797:
I : I'(per advisor)
Misc. Clutls/ After School Activity: Hourly rate of $30 per club
u~
I
---
.Co-Curri~ula!_~c~.i~ity Pay Schedule 2002-2003
--"-'-" -. -
.~ctivity_. _. Step-L__Step_~._ ._ ~J~Q 3 . _~tep 4 .
p'r?!T1a A~'yisor _23~~ £~~_ _?~~9. 2849.
Musical Director 3956 4203 4450 4697
.~ssistant Directorl Conductor 2399 2549 2~~.9_ .__~849_.
Choreographer 2399 2549 __~~~.~.. ._. .28.4~._.
Staae Craft 2399 2549' 2699. 2849
Jazz Ensemble 2724 2894. 306.4__3~3~_..
Vocal Ensemble 1945 2067 21 ~.~ 2~ tQ__.
Instrumental Ensemble '1945'" 2067. 2189 2310-...
literary Magazine 1751 1860:' 1970 ._g.Q'?'~_
Newspaper 1751 1860 197Q.
_." . 20.?~._.
Debate 2334 2480: 2626 2772
Yearbook . 3242 3445; 3648 3850:
School Government Advisor 2205 2343; 2480. 2618;
Math ClublTeam 1881. 1998! 2116 2233:
National Honor Society 1491: 1585i 1678 1771:
Class Advisor: 9th Grade 1297: 13781 1459 1540i
Class Advisor: 10th Grade 1297 1378; 1459: 1540;
Class Advisor: 11th Grade 2205 2343: 2480 2618-
.
Class Advisor: 12 Grade 2399. 25491 2699- 2849:
Middle School Yearbook 2140. 2274i 2407 2541.
_
Middle School Jazz Band 1751' 18601 1970. 2079
Middle School Student Gov'! 1751! 1860i 1970: 2079\
Middle/Elem School Drama 2334 24801 2626' 2772:
Elementary School Chorus 1945 20671 2189' 2310
Elementary School Gym Show 1491. 1585; 1678! 1771
(per advisor)
Misc. Clubs! After School Activity: Hourly rate of $30 per club
Step 5
2999
4945
2999
2999
2999
3404
2432
2432.
2189
2189
2918
4053
2756
--- -..
2351 ;
1864-
1621 !
1621 :
2756.
29991
2675~
2189:
2189i
29181
2432
1864:
1
i
.---
-- --
~--
-- --- --. -- --~-
-- ~---
- - -
Co-Curricular Activi~_f~y_§chedul~ 2°93-2094 ___
--
- --
ActL'v'UY ~P_L___§teR?_
__~_~~p_3_~~Q_~__ St~p_~ _
Drama ~9V_i~9! _ _ _ 2495 2651 2807 2963 3119
~-- --.
._~--
- ---
- - - -Musical Director 4114 4371 4628 4885 5142
As~~!§tl!LPir~<2!.Q_~~9ndu~___~49L__ 265 L__ _J891_ __2961___
~ 1.!_~_
Ch~~i)g@pher 2495 2651 2807 2963 3119
--
--
---
-
--
-~Stage Craft 2495 2651 2807 2963 3119
~azz e"semble 2832 3010 3187' 3364 3541
yocal Ensemble 2023 2150 2276 2403 2529
---Instrumental Ensemble 2023 2150 2276 2403 2529
Ljterar~gazine 1821 1935 2048 2162 2276
Newspaper 1821 1935 2048 2162 2276
--~--Debate 2428 2580 2731 2883 3035
Yearbook 3372 3583 3794 4004 4215
School Government Advisor 2293, 2436i 2580. 2723' 2866
Math Club/Team 1956 2078 2200 2322 2445
National Honor Society 1551 1648: 1745 1842, 1939
Class Advisor: 9th Grade 1349: 1433: 1517 1602 1686
Class Advisor: 10th Grade 1349i 14331 1517 1602 1686,
Class Advisor: 11th Grade 2293; 2436 2580 2723 2866
Class Advisor: 12 Grade 2495, 26511 2807 2963 3119
Middle School Yearbook 2226: 2365 2504, 2643 2782'
Middle School Jazz Band 1821 1935' 2048 2162, 2276
Middle School Student Gov't 1821' 1935 2048 2162 2276
Middle/Elem Schol Drama 2428 25801 2731 2883, 3035
Elementary School Chorus 2023 2150 2276 2403 2529
Elementary School Gym Show: 1551 1648 1745 1842 1939
(per advisor)
Misc. Clubsl After School Activity: Hourly rate of $30 per club
- - -
._-
----. .--.
_ go-_Curri~l:J_'~~_ ~ctivi~ Pay Schedule 2004-2005.._ . __.__
..
--- -.--
~cJ.t~l!Y _. __ _. ._$!~ L__§!.~p-L_-.?J.~P._~ _$.t~P._~__ ._§t~p_~_.
Drama Advisor ' 2595 2757 2919 3082 3244
.-.-. ..- . ..
-
._.
-..-..---....
Musical Director 4278 4546 4813 5081 5348
~~~l~tant Directorl Conductor 2595 2757 291~__~08_~_~.244
-
,
.ghoreQ9!MheL.__ 2595 2757 __2919 30.~g___3~~.!
Stage Craft 2595 2757. 2919. 3082 3244
Jazz Ensemble 2946 3130. 3314 3498 3682
_VocaJEnsemble 2104: 2236. 2367 2499, 2630
Instrumental Ensemble 2104 2236. 2367 2499: 2630
literary Magazine 1894 2012' 2130 2249. 2367
Newspaper 1894 2012' 2130 2249 2367
Debate 2525 2683. 2841 2998 3156.
Yearbook 3507' 3726: 3945' 41'64 4384:
School Government Advisor 2385; 2534. 2683 2832 2981'
Math ClublTeam 2034, 2161: 2288 2415 2542:
National Honor Society 16131 17141 1815: 1916; 2016;
Class Advisor: 9th Grade 1403; 1490i 1578: 1666: 1753:
Class Advisor: 10th Grade 1403: 1490: 1578: 1666: 1753:
Class Advisor: 11th Grade. 2385. 2534; 2683.. 2832 2981
Class Advisor: 12 Grade 2595: 2757! 2919: 3082: 3244:
Middle School Yearbook 2315: 24591' 2604: 2749: 2893i
Middle School Jazz Band 1894i 2012. 2130, 2249. 2367
Middle School Student Gov1 1894: 2012! 21301 2249; 236i
Middle/Elem School Drama 2525: 2683: 2841 2998: 3156
Elementary School Chorus 2104" 2236 2367' 2499 2630
Elementary School Gym Show:' 1613i 1714, 1815' 1916: 2016
(per advisor)
,
J
I
Misc. Clubs! After School Activity: Hourty rate of $30 per club
i 1..A. .A. ~....
, , , 4A..a.
_~~Q~ 16_5§_ ?_8~3_ ___J969__
__ 1875 1992 2109 _2'llL_____
1563 1660 1758 1856
~s~___ .. _1_188_n_~§2_fl3_§___ 1410_
_ _ 1_1~8__12_§2 1_33_6_ __ ~4!0_
4500 4781 5063 5344
_
__ _2_~_0__2§5~ 1_~)L_ 296~__
~~ 1992 21~_~2~7__
Athletic Coaching
Sport
Baseball
Leve'
Head
JV
Basketball
Frosh
Mod
Heaj
JV
Frosh
---------
FootbaJl
Mod
Head
V. ~s't
JV Head
JV Ass't
Frosh Head
Frosh A55't
Mod Head
Mod A55't
Head
JV
Frosh
Field Hockey
Golf
Lacrosse
Mod
Head
Heed
JV
Frosh
Soccer
Mod
Head
JV
Frosh
Mod
Head
JV
Softball
Frosh
Mod
--
Head
JV
Heed
JV
Frosh
Mod
He8d
JV
Mod
He8d
Heed
V. Au't
He8d
V. Ass't
Ice Hoc:tt8Y He8d
--.----------
Tennis
Volleyball
Wrestling
Crou Country
Swimming
Tradt and Fi~
V. A55.t
Ct'1eer1eading Heed
iFor each season) Ass't
~---
Indoor Track Head
~QrnblOed) A55 't
.~owljnQ Head
.~mpe.!!!I~_ _ _
Ct'1&er1eading Va r / J V
Fr05t'1/Mod
-
- --- - --- - -- - - - -
Pay Schedule 2001-2002
Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step. Step 5
3Se3_ 3785 .008 4231 4453
2500 2656 2813 2969 3125
1875 1992 2109 2227 2344
1750 1859 1969 2078 2188
4750 5047 5344 5641 5938
3125 3320_ 3516 3711 3906
__ 2 8 ~5__ __ 305_5_ _ _ _ 3234 34 1. 3594
- - - -
.
- -- -
1750 1859 1969 2078 2188
~_3__ ~~.5 5977 6309 66.1
--~~-- - -
H38 3652 3867 4082 .297
-
-----
3125 3320 3516 3711 3906
2813 2988 316. 3340 3516
2813 2988 316. 3340 3516
2375 252. 2672 2820 2969
2688 )856 3024 3192 3360
--- -
--.
------
2250 2391 2531 2672 2813
---~ - -- --- -- -- -
3375 3586 3797 .s008 4219
2375 2524 2672 2820 2969
------
1875 1992 2109 2227 2344
1750 1859 1969 2078 2188
2125 2258 2391 2524 2656
3938 .184 4430 4676 4922
3000 3188 3375 3563 3750
2688 2856 302. 3192 3360
2500 2656 2813 2969 3125
3375 3586 3797 4008 4219
2375 2524 2672 2820 2969
1875 1992 2109 2227 23.4
1750 1859 1969 2078 2188
3563 3785 4008 4231 4453
2500 2656 2813 2969 3125
1875 1992 2109 2227 2344
1750 1859 1969 2078 2188
--
2375 2524 2672 2820 2969
1875 1992 2109 2227 2344
3375 3586 3797 4008 .219
2375' 2524 2672 2820 2969
1875' 1992 2109 2227 2344
1750 1859 1969 2078 2188
.188 4.49 .711 .973 5235
3000 3 188 3375 3563 3750
1750 1859 1969 2078 2188
2938 3121 3305 3.88 3672
.063 4317 4570 482. 5078
3125 3320 3516 3711 3906
3750 3985 4219 U53 4688
2188 2324 2461 2598 2734
3375 3586 3797 4008 4219
--
.-- -
- - - -- - --
-~
- - -- 3125
2344
1953
1484
1484
5625
3125
2344
--- - ~--
-
~--~-
.375
3750
4649
3985
4922
4219
5196
4453
5469
4688
"Full Year ACtIVlry; Cla5~ilied as I club
Athletic Coaching Pay Schedule 2002-2003
. L.v.1 St.p 1 . Step 2 . Step 3
"
Slep ~ Slep 5
Held 3696.. 3927 41 S~ 4389 4620
JV 2594 2756 2918 3080 3242
Frosh 1945 2067 2189 2310 2432
.Mod 1816. 1929 2043. 2156 2270
Head 4928 5236 5544 5852 6160
.
JV
.3.242 3445. . J64~. _. _. 3850 4053
..J:~osh.. _ .._)~8.3 3_'6~.. ~J~__. _35~2.__ 3729
Mod 1816 1929 2043 2156 2210
f09tb~!!..__. __~__ ____~JL-_~_~5e 6~QJ__~~:4~6_890
._ _ _V. As!~_ 3587 3789 4012 ~235 ~4~~
JV Head 3242 34~5 3648 3850 4053
JV Ass" 2918 J 100 3283 3~65 36~t!.
Frosn Heac 2918 3100 3283 3465 3648
Frosh Ass' 2464 2618 2772 2926 3080
._ModHe~_ 2788 2963 3131 3311 348~
.__~ Mod As.!!. 2351 2498___ 2645 2792 ~939
Field Hockey Head 3502 3721 3939 4158 4377
JV 2464 2618 2772 2926 3080
Frosh 1945 2067 2189 2310 2432
Mod 1816 1929 2043 2156 2270
Head 2205 2343 2480 2618 2756
Heed 4085 4341 4596 4851 5107
JV 3113 3307 3502 3696 3891
Fresh 2788 2963 3137 3311 3485
Mod 259~ 2758 2918 3080 3242
Head 3502 3721 3939 ~ 158 4377
JV 2464 2618 2772 2926 3080
Fresh 1945 2087 2189 2310 2432
Mod 1816 1929 2043 2156 2270
He8d 3696 3927 4158 4389 4620
JV 2594 2758 2918: 3080 3242'
Fresh 1945 2087 2189' 2310 2432
Mod 1818 1929 2043 2156 2270
Head 2464 2618 2712 2926 3080
JV 1945 2067 2189. 2310 2432
Held 3502 3721 3939: 4158 4377'
JV 2484. 2818\ 2772 29281 3080
. Froah 1945i 2087 .2189 23101 24321
Mod 1818: 1929i 20431 2158' 2270'
Held ~345. 4818: 4888! 5159 5431
JV 3113 3307 3502. 3698 3891
Mod 1818 1929. 2043. 2158 2270.
Heed 3048 3238 3429. 3819 3810
Held 4215 4478' '4742. 5005 5269
V. Ass' 3242 3445' 3848' 3850 4053
Track and Fietd Held 3891 4134. 4377 4620 4863
V. Ass' 2270 2411 2553 2695. 2837
Heed 3502 3721, 3939: ~ 158~ 4377
Sper'
BasebaJl
Basketball
Gett
Lacross.
Soccer
Softball
Tennis
.
VolleYball
WrestllnQ
Cross Country
SwimminQ
Ic8 Hoc:k8y
V. Ass't
Cheer1eadin2-- Head
(For each season) Ass't
Fresh
Mod
Indoor Track Head
iCombined) _ Ass't
~~ ~
2594 2158 2918 3080 3242
1945 2067 2189 2310 2432
1621 1722 1824 1925 2026
__-_ !~~___' ~Q.!" _)..3~.!.. ___ 146.~ 154Q
__-' 232 _--1~09 , 386 _j.4~3__. J ~.~9
4669 4961 5253 5544 5836
2594 2758 2918 30§JL~~
1945 2067 2189 2310 2432
.----
... . .
-------
-- ---..-g~~~ti.Ot:1 _
_. _
.
_
._. __.._
Cheer1eadina Var/JV 4539 4823
_ __. ___F.!o_~hIMod 3891 4134
. c:'
;, ,;
~... a,.'ivitv- Classified as a club
. ..
---...
5107 5390
4377 4620
----
5674
4863
----- -- -
-- --
AtnleIlC vOdt;I lillY ray -.J\",II'C'-'UIQ a.\J\J\J ~""'iIIt#,
SpOr1 Llvel
- -
Step !_
-
_Slep 2
.$tep .3 Slep 4 Slep 5
Baseball
-
H8Id 3844 4084 4325 4565 4805
-
-- -JV 2698 2866 3035 3203 3372
Frosh 2023 -~---2150 2276 2403 2529
Mod 1888 2006 2124 2242 2360
Basketball Head 5125 5446 5766 6086 6407
JV 3372 3583 3794 4004 4215
Frosh 3102 3296 3490 3684 3878
--- ----- ---------
~------ -
-
- --.--- - -
Mod 1888 2006 2124 2242 2360
Foolball Head 5732 6091 6449 6807 7166
--- --~--~
V. ~s't 3709 3941 4173 4405 4636
JV Head 3372 3583 3794 4004 4215
JV ~s'1 3035 3224 3414 3604 3794
F~ Head 3035 3224 3414 3604 3794
Frosh .~'1 2563 2723 2883 3043 3203
Mod Head 2900 3081 3282 3444 3625
-----------Mod ~s'1 2428 2580 2731 2883 3035
--- --- - - ---.
-Field Hockey Head 3642 3869 4097 4325 4552
JV 2563 2723 2883 3043 3203
Frosh 2023 2150 2276 2403 2529
Mod 1888 2006 2124 2242 2360
Golf Head 2293 2436 2580 2723 2866
Lacrosse Head 4249 4514 4780 5045 53' 1
JV 3237 3439 3642 3844 4046
Fresh 2900 3081 3262 3444 3625
Mod 2~98 2866 3035 3203 3372
Soccer Heed 3642 3869 4097 4325 4552
JV 2563 2723 2883 3043 3203
Fresh 2023 2150 2276 2403 2529
Mod 1888 2006 2124 2242 2360
Softball He8d 3844 4084 4325 4565 4805
JV 2698 2866 3035 3203 3372
Fresh 2023 2150 2276 2403 2529
Mod 1888 2006 2124 2242 2360
~---
-~ ~-
---
Tennis Heed 2563 2723 2883 3043 3203
JV 2023 2150 2276 2403 2529
Volleyball Heed 3642 3869 4097 4325 4552
JV 25631 2723; 2883' 3043 3203
Freeh 2023~ 21501 22761 24031 2529i
Mod 1888 2006' 2124 2242 2360
Wrestling He8d 4518 4801 5083' 5366 5648
JV 3237 3439 3642 3844 4046
Mod 1888 2006 2124 2242 2360
C rosa Country Heed 3170 3368 3566 3764 3962
Swimming He8j 4384 4858 4932 5206 5480
V. As.' 3372 3583 3794 4004 4215
TracX ArId FIe6d He8d 4048 4299 4552 4805 5058
V. ...., 2360 2508 2655 2803 2950
Ic8 HocXey H88d 3642 38S9! 4097' 4325 4552
--~--~--
He8d
2698 2866 3035 3203 3372
-
--------
2023 2150 2276 2403 2529
--
~
1688 1791 1897 2002 2108
1281 1361 1442 1522 1602
- -- --- -
1281 1361 1442 1522 1602
---
--~---~--- - -
4856 5159 5463 5766 6070
2698 2866 3035 3203 3372
- -- - - - - -- -2023 2150 2276 2403 2529
~
--
V A55'1
Cheer1ead~ Heed
(For each sea500) Au't
Frosh
Mod
HeadIndoor Track
~o.i"1_bined)
~owlin!;l
Ass't
---
_.~-
-
-.~- ~---
---
Competition
.
Ct'," r1eadin!;l Var/JV
Fr05hiMod
4721
4046
5016
4299
531 1
4552
5606
4805
5901
5C58
.Full Year AC1[V1ty; Ciass1h.d u . club
V. A.ss't 2806 2981 3158 3332 3507
Cheer1eadlno Head 2104 2238 2387 2499 2630
-.--.(For each season) Ass't 1753 1863 1973 2082 2192
Frosh 1333 1416 1499 1582 1666
--- ....-- - --Mod 1333 1416 1499 1582 1666
-------Indoor Track Head 5050 5366 5681 5997 6312
JCombined) Au't 2808 2981 3156 3332 3507
-....--..---
Bowlina Heed 2104 2238 2367 . 2499 2630
.--
Athletic Coaching Pay Schedule 2904-2005
S~~rt_ ___ L.~v~L
.'
_St.p _1 _
. _ St.p 2.. Step3 Step 4 . Step 5
~~s!balL ~_ _ __ ..3998_ 4248.__ 4498 4747. 4997
JV 2806 2981 3156 3332 3507
Frosh 2 104 2236. 2367 2499. 2630
... ..Mod 1964. 2087.. 2209__ 2332. 2455
Basketball Head 5330 5664 5997 6330 6663
~V___ 1507 .37~6 3~45.._ 4164_. .4384
F:rosh _2~2.El_ __-l~~! 363~_._ _3~t'_ __.40~3
Mod 1964 2087 2209 2332 2455
Heed 5962 6334 6707 7080 7452
V. Ast'1 3858 4099 4340 4581 4822
JV Head 3507 3726 3945 4164 4384
JV Ast'1 3158 3353 3551 3748 3945
Fresh Head 3158 3353 3551 3748 3945
Fresh Ass'! 2665 2832 2998 3165 3332
ModHead 3016 3204 3393 3581 3770
Mod A.ss'1 2525 2683 2841 2998 3156
Head 3787 4024 . 4261 4498 4734
JV 2665 2832 2998 3165 3332
Frosh 2104 2236 2367 2499 2630
Mod 1964 2087 2209 2332 2455
Head 2385 2534 2683 2832 2981
.Heed 4419' 4695 4971 5247 5523
JV 3387, 3577 3787 3998. 4208
Fresh 3018 3204 3393 3581 3770
Mod 2808 2981 3156 3332 3507
Heed 3787 4024 4261 4498' 4734
JV 2665 2832 2998 3165 3332
Fresh. 2104 2236 2367 2499' 2630
Mod 1964 2087 2209 2332 2455
He8d 3998 4248 4498 4747 4997
JV 2806, 2981 3158 3332 3507
Frosh 21042238 2367 2499 2630
Mod 1964 2087 2209 2332 2455
Head 2665 2832 2998 3165 3332
JV 2104: 2238 2367 2499 2630
.Heed 3787: 402. 4281 4498, 4734'
;JV 2885i 2832 2998, 3185: 3332'
I
Froah 21041 2238. 2387' 24991 2830i
Mod 19841 2087 2209. 2332' 2455:
.
He8d 4899. 4993 5287 5580' 5874:
JV 3387 3577 3787 3998 4208
Mod 1964 2087 2209 2332 2455
~ 3296. 3502 3709 3915 4121
~ 4559' 4844 5129 541.& 5699
V. ~.'t 3507' 3728 3945 418. 4384
Track and F1eId I-tI8t 4208. 4471 4734 4997 5260
: V. AN' 2455: 2808' 2782 2915: 3089
~ 3787 4024 4281' 4498. .734
Football
Field Hockey
Golf
Lacrosse
Soccer
Sof1ball
Tennis
VOlleyball
Wrlltllna
Cro.. CountrY
Swlmmina
Ic8 Hodt8y
,gQ!!}P!titJon
Cheer1eadinQ .
- -- -
.......
------- --
Var/JV 4910
Frosh/Mod 4208
"Full Year AC1ivity;_~lassifl8d .. . ~
5216
4471
5523 5830 6137
4734 4997 5260
- - - -- - --- - - -
-.
-'"
.. -.
GLOSSARY: APPENDIX D
APPR: Annual Professional Performance Review
BSC: Building Steering Committee
DSC: District Steering Committee
PDP: Professional Development Plan
PVCSD: Putnam Valley Central School District
PVFTWF: Putnam Valley Federation of Teachers Welfare Fund
Service Increment = longevity or enhanced longevity
Enhanced longevity is attained by 20 hours of approved professional development
attained in the year prior to application for longevity.
Curriculum Rate of Pay = BA step 1 + 200 + 6
The rate is as follows for each year of the contract:
2001-02
$33.00
2002-03
$34.00
2003-04
$35.00
2004-05
$36.00
APPENDIX C
-'
Athletic Coaching Pa.YSchedule 2001.2002 ,___
Sport. . _ ... L~~el _ St.ep ,_ Step 2 Step 3 Step' Slep 5
Baseball _ ~ . '_.. _. .3563_ . . 3785, _ . 4008__ 423'. 4453
JV 2500' 2656 2813 2969 3' 25
Frash , 875 , 992 2 109 2227 2344
Mod 1750_ 1859. 1969. 2078 2188
Heaj 4750 5047 5344 56., 5938
JV . .3.1.25. 3320_ 3516_, ,~?1J_, 3906
F!..o.!L._ _ _2~?.5 .3.05_5___3.~~4.-_ _.. ~~4___:t~9~
Mod 1750 1859 1969 2078 2188
Head ..-21!.3_5645 5~lL ~0L-~~1
V. Ass'! 3438 3~52 3867 40.~~
JVHead 3125 3320 3516 3711 3906
JV Ass't 2813 2988 3164 3340 3516
Frosh Head 2813 2988 3164 3340 3518
Frosh Ass'! 2375 2524 2672 2820 2969
Mod Head 2688 2856 3024 ~192 3360.
Mod Ass't 2250 2391' 2531 2672 2813
Head 3375 3586 3797 4008 4219
JV 2375 2524 2672 2820 2969
Frosh 1875 1992 2109 2227 2344
Mod 1750 1859 1969 2078 2188
Head 212~ 2258 2391 2524 2656
Heed 3938 418. 4430 4878 .922
JV 3000 3188 3375 3583 3750
Frosh 2688 2858 3024 3192 3360
Mod 2500 2658 2813 2989 3125
He8d 3375 3588 3797 4008 '219
JV 2375 252. 2672 2820 2969
Frosh 1875 1992 2109 2227 2344
Mod 1750 1859 1989' 2078 2'88
Head 3583 3785 4008 '231 4453
JV 2500 2858. 2813 2969 3125
Frosh 1875 1992 2109 2227 2344
Mod 1750 1859 1969 2078 2188
Head 2375 252. 2872 2820 2969
JV 1875 1992 2109. 2227 234.'
Heed 3375' 3588. 3797' 4008 4219
JV 2375! 252. 2872: 2820 2969
:Frosh 1875' 1992: 2109; 2227' 234.
Mod 1750: 1859: 1989 2078 2188
Heed "88. 4449. 4711 4973 5235
JV 3000' 3188 3375 3563 3750
Mod '750 1859 1989 2078 2188
HIed 2938. 3121 3305 3488 3672
Heed 4083 4317 4570 .824 5078
V. Au't 3125 3320 3518 371' 3908
Track and Fteid Heed 3750 3985 4219 4453 4688
V. Au' 2188 2324 2481 2598 2734
He8t 3375: 3588 3797' 4008. 4219
V. Ass't 2500
me--~~813
---29-69-'.' 3125
Cheer1eadina Heed 1875 '992 2109 ~2V-2'34.-
ffor each season) Ass't 1583 1660 1758 1858 --'953-
Frosh __ .~.. .JJ.8_8___~~~ 1336 _
_.-'_~,0_.. . _J 4~~
Mod !1.!., J.~2 1336 1410 1484
Indoor Track Head '500 478'--508"3--"--534 5625
~J:>ined) Au" __ .2500 ~§.5L_ 2813 2989 3125
Bowllna H88d 1875 1992 2;og--"-22'27--2.~!~
Basketball
Football
Field Hockey
Golf
Lacrosse
Soccer
Softball
Tennis
VollevbaJl
Wrestllna
Cross CountrY
Swlmmlna
Ice Hockey
...---
----.--....-
~~om~tition
Cheer1eadina
. ..
-- '.- -
.
-- -.
... _..
-
-. -.
Var/JV
Frosh/Mod
--
.-.---.------
4375
3750
4649
3985
....
- -- - -
4922 5196 5469
. ~~ 1~ _ 4~5~_
. ..4688
Athletic Coaching Pay Schedule 2002.2003
level Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5
Head 3696 3927 4158 4389 4620
JV 2594 2756 2918 3080 3242
Fr05h 1945 2067 2189 2310 2432
Mod 1816 1929 2043 2156 2270
Head 4928 5236 5544 5852 6160
JV 3242 3445 3648 3850 4053
Frosh __2~8)__ __ 3_16.9
. ~3~___ _ 3542 3729
Mod 1816 1929 2043 2156 2270
F09tba~ ____ __~ __ _____~~~_5_85e 6~QJ___~S4_S__6_8_~~
_
_~s~"_ 3567 3789 4012 42~L-_~_458
JV Head 3242 3445 3648 3850 4053
JV Ass', 2918 3' 00 3283 3465 3648
FroshHeaC! 2918 3100 3283 3465 3648
Frosh Ass' 2464 2618 2772 2926 3080
ModHea9_ 2788 2963 3137 3311 ~~8_5
Mod A_s~ 2351 2498 2645 2L9_~ 2~~
Field Hockey Head 3502 3721 3939 4158 4377
JV 2464 2618 2772 2926 3080
Frosh 1945 2067 2189 2310 2432
Mod 1816 1929 2043 2156 2270
H88d 2205 2343 2480 2618 2756
H88d 4085 4341 4596 4851 5107
JV 3113 3307 3502 3696 3891
Frosh 2788 2963 3137 3311 3485
Mod 2594 2756 2918 3080 3242
Head 3502 3721 3939 4158 4377
JV 2464 2618 2772 2926 3080
Fresh 1945 2067 2189 2310 2432
Mod 1816 1929 2043 2156 2270
Heed 3696 3927 4158 4389 4620
JV 2594 2756 2918 3080 3242
Fresh 1945 2067 2 189 23 10 2432
Mod 1816 1929 2043 21 ~~--.£2.1Q.
He8d 2464 2618 2772 2926 3080
JV 1945 2067 21891 2310 2432
H88d 3502 3721 3939: 4158 4377'
JV 2464 26181 2772 29261 3080
Froah 1945i 2067 2189 23101 2432,
Mod 1818i 1929' 2043! 2156 2270
Heed 4345 4816 48881 5159 5431
JV 3113 3307 3502 3696 389'
Mod 1818 1929 2043 2156 2270
H88d 3048 3238 3429 3619 3810
H88d 4215 4478 4742 5005 5269
V. Au' 3242 3445 3648 3850 4053
Tradt and F"186d H88d 3891 4134 4377 4620 4863
V. Au' 2270 2411 2553 2695 2837
H88d 3502 3721, 3939 4' 58' 4377
Sport
Baseball
Basketball
Go"
lacrosse
So<xer
Sof1baJl
TenniS
VolleybaJl
WrestflnQ
Cross Country
SwimminQ
Ice HocUy
---------- -
Indoor Track
~ned)
8ow1inQ
V. Ass't
~r1M~He8d
(R>r MCh Muon) Ass't
Fresh
Mod
Heed
Ass't
He8d
2594 2758
1945 2067
162' '722
& 1232 1309
--- - - --- --- ----
1232 1309
------
4689 4961
2594 2756
1945 2067
2918
2'89
1824
1386
----
1388
5253
2918
2189
3080 3242
2310 2432
1925 2026
1463 1540
'463 1540
- - -5544 5836
3080 3242
-------
2310 2432
--------
--
------.
'
------
- -
----
Var/JV 4539
Frolh/Mod 3891
---
.~ ;, ~o.. Arl'vi tv
"
Cla!!lItied as I club
C~~
ChHr1Ndin<1 -- .------ ----4823
4134
5107
4377
- ---
5390
4620
5674
4863
-
Ath-;etic Coaching Pay Schedule 2003-2064
Sport. _.~~Y.L_.. St~p 1_ ___S_tep 2 ___~1!p_3 ~Iep 4 S~ep 5
8as..!t?~I__. ___~___ __ _ 3.~~.4. _ _.4.~84_ __ ~~~5__ . 4565.. 4805
JV 2698 2866 3035 3203 3372
Fresh 29~3. 2150.. _~27~. 2403 2529
_Mod _
'.
8.~8 _
. 2006... _ 2 124.. 2242. . 2 360
Basketball Head 5125 5446 5766 6086 6407
_ __ ~V ___
~~L2- 3_~~3 379~._ . . ..40.04._. _.4215
Fresh _ 310L___32~_~4_~..Q ~§~4 3.878.
Mod 1888 2008 2124 2242 2360
Heed 5J32 6091 6449 6807 7166
V. Ass' 3709 3941 4173 4405 4638
JV Head 3372 3583 3794 4004 4215
JV Ass' 3035 3224 3414 3604 3794
Fresh Head 3035 3224 3414 3604 3794
Fresh Ass' 2563 2723 2883 3043 3203
Mod Head 2900 3081 3262 3444. 3625
MOd Ass' 2428 2580 2731 2883' 3035
Head 3642 3869 4097 4325 4552
JV 2563 2723 2883 3043 3203
Fresh 2023 2150 2278 2403 2529
Mod 1888 2008 2124 2242 2380
Head 2293 2438 2580 2723 2868
Head 4249 4514 4780: 5045 5311
JV 3237. 3439' 3842 3844 4046
Fresh 2900. 3081 3262 3444 3625
Mod 2e98' 2886. 3035 3203 3372
Heed 3642' 3869 4097 4325 4552
JV 2563 2723 2883 3043 3203
Fresh' 2023. 2150. 2276 2403 2529
Mod 1888~ 2006 2124, 2242 2360
Head 3844. 4084: 4325. 4565 4805
JV 2698 2888i 3035. 3203 3372..
Fresh 2023. 2150 2278 2403 2529
Mod 1888 2008 2124 2242 2360
Heed 2583 2723. 2883 3043 3203
JV 20231 2150: 2278: 2403 2529.
HII8t 3842: 38891 40971 4325: 4552
.
JV 25831 27231 2883j 3043! 3203.
, Fro8h 2023~ 21501 2278! 24031 2529!
: Mod 1888! 2008 21241 2242' 2380'
.
HI8d 4518: 4801 5083' 5388 5648
JV 3237 3439. 3842' 3844 4048.
Mod 1888. 2008' 2124 2242 2360
CroS8 Country HI8d 3170 3388. 3588 3764 3962
Swimming HINm 4384: 4858. 4932. 5208. 5480.
V. Asa't 3372 3583. 3794. 4004 4215'
Traac and ReId HI8d 4048 4299' 4552 4805 5058
V. Au' 2380: 2508, 2855. 2803. 2950
~ HIId 38421 388Q! 4097: 4325 4552:
V. Ass't 2698 2866 3035 3203 3372
Ch..rteadlna 2023 2150. 2276 2403 2529'
(For each season) AII't 1688 1791 1897 2002 2108
Fresh 1281 136.1___1442. .15~~__J()Q.?
Mod 1281 1361 1442 15.2~_~~~.
Head 4858 5159 5463 5766 6070
_~..!!l-._ 2698 2866 3035 3203 3372
Head 2023 2150 2278 2403 2529
Foolball
Field Hockey
Golf
Lacrosse
Soccer
Softball
Tennis
Volleyball
Wrestling
Ic:8 HocUy
'Indoor Track
(Combined)
Bowlina
-
Con:'~~C?" . _
Cheerl8adina
-
--...
.- -
..
- ..5018
4299
Var/JV 4721
Froth/Mod 40.8
- -
.. .
.~utI V.; ~ CIUIifiedu . dub
5311
4552
5606
4805
5901
5058
Athletic Coaching Pay Schedule 2004-2005
Sport. __
---
L,v,' St.p 1 Step 2 _ Step 3 Step. Step 5
Baseball Head 3998 4248 4498 4747 4997
-- ---~-
-
JV 2806 2981 3156 3332 3507
Frosh 210. 2236 2367 2499 2630
--
Mod 1964 2087 2209 2332 2455
- -Basketball Head 5330 5664 5997 6330 6663
- -----
JV
----- -
3507
-'.
3726 3945 416. 4384
-- +--Frosh 3226 3428 3630 3831 4033
- --- ---
-_._---~
- ------Mod 196" 2087 2209 2332 2455
Football Heed 5962 633" 6707 7080 7452
V. Ass't 3858 40'99 43.0 4581 4822
JV Head 3507 3726 39"5 4164 4384
JV Ass't 3158 3353 3551 3H8 39"5
Frosn Head 3158 3353 3551 3748 39.5
Frosh Au'1 2665 2832 2998 3165 3332
Mod Head 3016 320. 3393 3581 3770
Mod Ass't 2525 2683 28..1 2998 3156
Field Hockey Head 3787 402. 4261 4498 4734
JV 2665 2832 2998 3165 3332
Frosh 210.. 2238 2367 2499 2630
Mod 1964 2087 2209 2332 2455
Golf ~2385 253" 2683 2832 2981
LacroSH Heed ".19 .695 "971 52.7 5523
JV 3387 3577 3787 3998 4208
Fresh 3018 320.. 3393 3581 3770
Mod 2806 2981 3156 3332 3507
Socc.r H88d 3787 402" 4281 4.98 .73"
JV 2665 2832 2998 3165 3332
Frosh 210.. 2236 2367 2.99 2630
Mod 196.. 2087 2209 2332 2455
SoMball ~3998
.2"8 ....98 47..7 4997
JV 2806, 2981 3156 3332 3507
Frash 210" 2238 2387 2499 2630
Mod 196" 2087 2209 2332 2455
Tennis Heed 2665 2832 2998 3165 3332
JV 210": 2236 2387 2.99 2630
Volleyball H88d 3787' ..02..
.281' ....98, .73..
'JV 28851 2832 29981 3185 3332'
IFro8h 210'" 2238 23671 2.99, 26301
Mod 1964 2087 2209~ 2332' 2455'
Wr..tllng He8d "S9SJ .993 5287 5580 5874
JV 3387 3577 3787 3998 .208
Mod 198.. 2087 2209 2332 2.55
Crou Coontry H88d 3298 3502 3709 3915 4121
Swimming H88d "559 .8.... 5129 5"'" 5699
V. Au' 3507 3728 3945 416. 438..
Track and F1e6d HI8d "208 4..71 "73" 4997 5260
V. Au' 2"55 2808 2782' 2915' 3069
Ice Hockey HI8d 3787'
.02" "281: ."98: 473..
V. Au't 2808 2981
Ch..r1NdinQ Heed 210" 2238
(For lach season) Ass" 1753 1863
Frosh 1333 1416
Mod 1333 1416
IndoOt Track Heed 5050 5388
.(Combined) Au" 2806 2981
Bowlina HIed 210.. 2238
3158
2367
1973
1499
1499
5681
3158
2367
3332 3507
2499 2630
2082 2192
1582 1666
--- .._"--
--
1582 1668
5997 6312
3332 3507
-----------
2.99 2630
-- - --
- ---------
~~trtion
C"..neadJnQ --- -- -----------5216
.'71
5523
"73"
- ----
Var/JV 4910
Frosh/Mod .208
.Full Vear Activity; CI&SSJf*S u . dub
5830
4997
6137
5260
--- - - -
GLOSSARY: APPENDIX D
APPR: Annual Professional Performance Review
BSC: . Building Steering Committee
DSC: District Steering Committee
PDP: Professional Development Plan
PVCSD: Putnam Valley Central School District
PVFTWF: Putnam Valley Federation of Teachers Welfare Fund
Service Increment = longevity or enhanced longevity
Enhanced longevity is attained by 20 hours of approved professional development
attained in the year prior to application for longevity.
Curriculum Rate of Pay =BA step 1 + 200 + 6
The rate is as follows for each year of the contract:
2001-02
$33.00
2002-03
$34.00
2003-04
$35.00
2004-05
$36.00
Athletic Coaching Pay Schedule 2004-2005
SQort_
- ~------
L.v.1 St.p _,
.
_ Slep 2 . Step 3 Step 4 Step 5
Baseball Head .3998 4248 4498 4747 4997
-
JV 2806 2981 3156 3332 3507
Frosh 2104 2236 2367 2499 2630
Mod 1964 2087 2209 2332 2455
--Basketball Head 5330 5664 5997 6330 6663
JV
--~. -
3507
-
3726 3945 4164 4384
-
-~_._-
-~
--
. .
-
-Frash .3228 3428 3630 .3831 4033
- --- --- ---.-----
Mod 1964 2087 2209 2332 2455
Football HM1 5962 6334 6707 7080 7452
V. Ass' 3858 4099 4340 4581 4822
JV Head 3507 3726 3945 4164 4384
JV Ass' 3156 3353 3551 3748 3945
Frosh Head 3156 3353 3551 3748 3945
Frosh .Ass'1 2665 2832 2998 3165 3332
Mod Head 3016 3204 3393 3581 3770
--Mod Au't 2525 2683 2841 2998 3156
Field HOCk.y Head 3787 4024 4261 4498 4734
JV 2665 2832 2998 .3165 3332
Frosh 2104 2236 2367 2499 2630
Mod 1964 2087 2209 2332 2455
Golf Heed 2385 2534 2683 2832 2981
Lacrosu Heed 4419 4695 4971 5247 5523
JV 3367 3577 3787 3998 4208
Fresh 3016 3204 3393 3581 3770
Mod 2806 2981 3158 3332 3507
S()C(;.r Heed 3787 4024 4281 4498 4734 iJV 2665 2832 2998 3165 3332 iFrosh 2104 2236 2367 2499 2630
Mod 1964 2087 2209 2332 2455 I
SaMba II He8j 3998 4248 4498 471.7 4997
IJV 2808, 2981 3156 3332 3507
Fresh 2104 2238 2367 2499 2630 I
Mod 1964 2087 2209 2332 2455 I
Tennis Heed 2665 2832 2998 3165 3332
JV 2104: 2238 2367 2~99 2630
VoU8VbaJi HtI8d 3787' 1.024
"281' 4498, 4734
,JV 2885, 2832 29981 316S 3332'
jFro8h 21041 2238 23871 2499, 283°1
Mod 1984 2087 2209: 2332' 2455'
WruUlng ...... A89~ "993 5287 5580' 587A
JV 3387 3577 3787 3998 4208
Mod 1964 2087 2209 2332 2455
Crou C<>untry HI8d 3298 3502 3709 3915 4121
SwimminQ He8d "S59 4844 5129 5414 5699
V. Au' 3507 3728 3945 4164 4384
Trac:.aand Aetd H88d 4208 4471 4734 4997 5260
V. ....., 24S5, 2808 2782' 291S 3089
Ic:8HocUy H88d 3787' 4024 42811 4498; 4734
v. Au't 2808 2981 3158 3332 3507
C"..rtNding ~2104 2236 2367 2499 2630
(Ft)(
.ach season) Au', 1753 1863 1973 2082 2192
Frosh 1333 1416 1499 1582 1666
._._----
Mod 1333 1418 1499 1582 1666
IndOO( Track ~5050 5388 5681 5997 6312
.!C<>mbined) Au" 2808 2981 3158 3332 3501
------. ---
BcwfinQ Heed 2104 2238 2367 2499 2630
--------
- --------
V.r/JV 4910
Frosh/Mod 4208
.FuU Year .Activity; CIU$Jfled .. . dut)
~~p!trtion
C"HrleadJnQ
-- ----
5216
4471
5523
4734
- ----
5830
4997
6137
5260
---------------
